
(Senior) Director 
Corporate Strategy

ASML is a world leading manufacturer of chip-making 
equipment. With its state-of-the-art technology, the 
company empowers its customers to develop ever 
faster, smaller, cheaper and more energy efficient 

computer chips. The (Senior) Director Corporate 
Strategy drives strategy creation and execution, 

shaping ASML’s sustainable future. The opportunity 
is perfect for former Strategy Consultants at Principal 

level who look for a high impact role with lots of 
exposure and exciting next steps.

#VACANCY

CONSULTING EXIT STRATEGY



CHANGING THE WORLD, 
ONE NANOMETER AT A TIME

T here is a big chance ASML is part of the electronic 
device you’re using right now. The company’s 
lithography technology – which uses light to print 
tiny patterns on silicon – is fundamental to the mass 
production of computer chips. ASML’s portfolio 

includes the hardware, software and services that enable the 
world’s leading chipmakers to increase the value and reduce the 
cost of a chip.
 
Entering the time of immersive computing, everybody and 
everything will be connected and the lines between the physical 
and the digital will (further) blur. There will be advancements 
such as 5G connectivity, AI, autonomous cars and artificial 
neural networks. ASML’s technological innovations work as a 
catalyst for these developments.
 
The lithography leader is headquartered in Veldhoven and 
employs over 23,000 people worldwide, spread across 60+ 
offices. In 2018, ASML’s net sales added up to 10.9 billion euro’s. 
Key to success is strong focus on R&D, manufacturing and 
customer support.
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■  Support the Board of Management in 
developing ASML’s long-term (5 to 10+ 
years) strategic direction. He/she runs 
global strategic planning processes 
and secures the deployment of 
strategic priorities throughout the 
organization. He/she also guides 
the business lines and sectors in 
developing and realizing winning 
strategies in line with ASML’s core 
strategy.

■  Explore corporate development 
options. He/she maps out the M&A 
landscape in the semiconductor 
industry, and focuses on ASML’s 
positioning as holistic lithography 
company towards its peer-group of 
semiconductor suppliers. He/she also 
develops and manages an acquisition 
roadmap, M&A pipeline and target 
search.

■  Initiate and drive cross-company 
strategic initiatives, typically involving 
multiple business lines and/or sectors. 
Topics could range from expansion 
and new market strategies (e.g. 
China) to sustainability and from 
developing new business models or 
client propositions (e.g. around data 
analytics and services) to industrial 
transformation.

 
The broad set of priorities make the 
role of Director Corporate Strategy 
diverse and challenging. It offers the 
chance to work closely together with the 
Board of Management and other senior 
stakeholders, making it a perfect landing 
spot for former Strategy Consultants.

THE DIRECTOR CORPORATE STRATEGY WORKS ON A WIDE VARIETY OF STRATEGIC TOPICS:

ABOUT THE VACANCY

“The Corporate Strategy 
team is a great first step 

into ASML. It provides deeply 
strategic and fundamental insights 
in our business and offers broad 

exposure. The role requires hands-on 
experience in strategy development 

and a pragmatic mindset.”  
JEROEN KEMP, VICE PRESIDENT 

CORPORATE STRATEGY

(Senior) Director Corporate Strategy
The Director Corporate Strategy drives the creation and 
execution of actionable strategies that allow ASML to keep 
pushing boundaries. He/she is a member of Corporate 
Strategy; a small, professional and high impact team that’s 
being built by Vice President Jeroen Kemp (former ADL).
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Candidate profile
■    MSc or PhD in physics, 

electronics or engineering

■    8+ years Corporate 
Development or strategy 
consulting (Principal level) 
experience in the high-tech 
industry or a related field

■    MBA is a plus

■    Strategic and analytical 
thinker

■    Change leader

■    Sharp communicator

Veldhoven
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CONTACT

ROLAND VETTEN
PARTNER ROLAND@TOPOFMINDS.COM 

roland@topofminds.com

